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projected angle, position angles, lateral displacement OCR Output
physical quantity of interest [4] (polar scattering angle,
able to describe the distribution function of any single
parameters. Furthermore this theory is in principle
tions using just a few material and particle dependent
lengths since it can be expressed with universal func

actions of high energy beams with matter and therefore transport in arbitrary geometries with arbitrary step
(FLUKA) is primarily designed for modelling the inter advantages when used for simulating charged particle
ple scattering effect); however, one of the codes underlying approximations the Moliére theory has many
usually these are the most sensitive ones to the multi gle scattering cross section can be inserted. Despite the
problems which both codes are able to cope with (and scattering distribution as an expansion where any sin
benchmarks refer to low-medium-energy electron not contain such limitations and supplies the multiple
some benchmarks of the codes are presented. All the himself. The Goudsmit and Saunderson theory does

In the following, after a description of the model, screening according to an expression derived by Moliére
transport). cross section is the Rutherford one corrected for
and positron transport (FLUKA also for the photon is large enough ( > 20). The underlying single scattering
codes were originally based on EGS4 [2] for electron is valid provided the number of elementary scatterings
oped at INFN and ENEA, respectively. Both these mation to derive a multiple scattering distribution which
Carlo codes FLUKA [1] and MCNPE-BO, codes devel Moliére theory makes use of the small angle approxi
dently through two different algorithms in the Monte developed by Goudsmit and Saunderson [6]. The

The new model has been implemented indepen by Bethe [5], the second one is based on the theory
and/or at very grazing angles. theory developed by Moliére [3,4] and slightly modified
but which can become significant at very high energies history Monte Carlo. The first one is based on the
not included in standard multiple scattering algorithms of charged particle multiple scattering in a condensed
taken in accounting also for effects which are usually There are two possible approaches to the modelling
charged lepton and hadron transport. Care has been
user-friendly algorithm for Monte Carlo simulations of

2. The reasons for a new modelof this model is to provide a reliable and possibly
Moliere theory has been developed at INFN. The aim
through the multiple scattering formalism based on the

An extended model for charged particle transport
these applications.

1. Introduction the model has been developed bearing in mind also

benchmarked on a variety of reference problems in their respective fields of application.
MCNPE—BO (based on MCNP3a and employed in the field of radiation protection and dosimetry). The codes are currently being
Monte Carlo codes FLUKA (used predominantly in high energy applications for transport of hadrons and leptons) and
been developed (by A.F. and P.S.). The new model has been implemented independently through two different algorithms in the

An extended model for charged particle transport through the multiple scattering formalism based on the Moliere theory has

, A. Ferrari ·, P.R. Sala , R. Guaraldi and F. Padoani

An 1mpr0vcd multxplc scattering model for charged particle transport



in this field. OCR Outputthe range of validity of the theory, leading to incorrect
both the scattering of the lowest energy electrons and validity of the Moliere theory when properly used also
totic value for t· = c. This approximation overestimates given to backscattering problems to demonstrate `the
of the screening correction, which is fixed to its asymp described in the following. Particular emphasis will be

b) No account is made for the variation with energy model and a few examples of its performance are
tion function takes negative values. level of step-length insensitivity. A description of the
of validity, including situations in which the distribu treatment of the PLC which should allow a very high

a) The Moliere theory is used well beyond its range correlations in MCNPE-BO, but with an improved

this model: codes, in its full derivation in FLUKA, without the
ever, in our judgment there may be some limitations to has been implemented at different levels in the two

the various angles involved in each step simulation. Itture [8,12] for this algorithm are quite promising. How
mentioned problems. Results presented in the litera ferred to as the PLC) and the correlation algorithm for
has been proposed as a possible solution to the above path length correction algorithm (from this point re

The model is composed principally of two parts, theport algorithm. An algorithm names PRESTA [8,12]
within reasonable CPU times calls for a different trans pendent functions.
factory simulations of electron / positron transport mented through simple particle and material inde
parameters to the given problem. The need for satis theory, that is that any correction has to be imple
experimental answer is available to tune the step length not to spoil the intrinsic advantage of the Moliére

muons;culty of using the code as a predictive tool if no known
pointed out that these examples clearly show the diffi which is particularly important for hadrons and

to account for the effect of nuclear form factors,energy beams can be found in refs. [10,11]; it should be
sensitivity to step length of results computed with high included in the Moliere derivation;
mainly low-medium-energy beams. Examples of the tions to the Rutherford cross section which are not

to possibly account for the spin-relativistic correcthese problems can be found in refs. [8,9], concerning
multiscattering algorithm. A detailed discussion of to account for correlations as far as possible;
before steps become so short that they turn off the degraded;
convergence to the correct answer cannot be reached avoid the predictivity properties of the model to be
particular for heavy materials it may occur that the both to allow long steps to save CPU time and to
CPU penalty and does not always solve the problem. ln to achieve an acceptable step length insensitivity,
lost per step. However, this limitation implies a severe its derivation are:

being a restriction on the maximum fraction of energy scribed in the following. The specific goals underlying
straints on the maximum step length, the main one and muons, gave rise to the model that will be de

rithm, and that can also be applied to charged hadronsmented into EGS4 [9] and consists of a set of con
lengths. A partial solution to this problem is imple but without the limitations of the original EGS4 algo
can be obtained only by adopting very small step Deriving a solution still based on the Moliére theory
strongly step length dependent and meaningful results
demonstrated in ref. [8]. As a consequence results are

3. The adopted model
wiggliness correction is grossly overestimated as

This algorithm behaves poorly, mainly because the
original particle direction when performing the step.
travelled step length, and no correction is made to the

algorithm does not work properly in this field.[7] to compute an average straggling correction to the
of EGS4 makes use of the Fermi—Eyges—Yang theory lems: indeed in ref. [12] there are indications that the

only in specific problems, such as backscattering probThe default electron / positron transport algorithm
limitations on step lengths are adopted. It is likely that these limitations should show up
Both corrections can be quite important unless severe istic and nuclear form factors).
and the original direction of motion of the particle. Moliere single scattering cross section (e.g. spin-relativ
possibly also between the actual displacement direction d) No account is made for corrections to the

make the longest straight steps.tween the straight and the curved path length and

be introduced to take into account the difference be length, particles undergoing the largest deflections also
extremely short, suitable "wiggliness" corrections must cally unacceptable result that, for a given total path
Therefore, as soon as the particle step length is not gle, the longitudinal one does not, leading to the physi
tion of the total path length travelled by the particle. trajectory fully correlates with the final deflection an

these quantities. Both theories are expressed as a func c) Whilst the lateral displacement applied to the
computing thc joint distribution of two or more of cannot be used for hadrons and muons.

results at low energies and/or for heavy materials. Itctc.), cvcn though it docs not provide any means for

A. Ferrari et al. / Mulriple scattering model for charged particle transport



tion is accomplished in a very standard way by evaluatOCR Output
XC : Ei The evaluation of the average path length correc

XCCI1/2
3.3. The average path length correction and its variance(2)x.=x¤B"2,

B — ln B = b = ln w in ETRAN [14], which is also adopted in FLUKA).
cussion in ref. [13] and the empirical correction applied00 = bc!/BZ,
1.13)(a2z2Z2/B2), is in fact questionable (see the dis

quantities energy dependent term derived by Moliere, (3.76/
the single scattering cross section. The validity of theThe Moliere theory can be characterized by the

proposed algorithm as explained in section 3.5. exact expression for the screening correction applied to
effective minimum energy depends somewhat on thethe PLC (s s pst of course) and it is used in the

puted with respect to pz this correction is smaller than is impossible and the theory cannot be applied. The
more direct physical interpretation can also be com energy below which the fulfillment of both conditions
the original one. Therefore ·a wiggliness correction of and X, < 1. For heavy elements there exists a limiting
quantity p along a direction which is not necessarily radian. These conditions correspond roughly to B > 4
However, the particle is displaced at each step by a tions but with an average deflection less than one

lengths involving a large number of elementary deflec
The Moliére theory can be reliably applied for step

t — ( s) PLC = —-.
3.2. Range of applicability of the theory

in the present notation), that is
tions: the resulting fo is simply a Gaussian.displacement along the original direction of motion (s
are expressed by definite integrals of analytical funcUsually the PLC is defined with respect to the particle
analogous fashion also to 17. The functions L in eq. (3)

y=p sin v; sin w. Bethe correction derived for 0, is here applied in an

x=p sin ·r; cos w, Note that the term (sin 8/0)1/2, which represents the
s = p cos n, x? =XcVB */3 ·(1)
cos K = cos 1; cos 6 +sin n sin 8 cos Aw,

m = rt/xi" .tan *1’= tan n cos w,
B*-ln B*=b—Ab=b+2/3—ln3,tan ¢=tan 8 cos ¢,

* P(a» 3*) da =2¤rafm¤i(¤v., B ) j]- dm
The following relation hold:

sin 1; 1/ 2x, y, s are the coordinates of the final position.
whilst the distribution for rj is given by [4]p is the modulus of the position vector;

t is the total curved path travelled by the particle;

tors; r....<x. B) = 5—1;(r.<x> + + %1 f (x f x ’K is the angle between the position and velocity vec

ity and the position vectors; (3)x. =xcB‘(2,
Aw = w —¢ is the azimuthal angle between the veloc 0. = 9/xr,
at is the azimuthal angle of the position vector;

P(0, B) d9 = 2·¤-0fm0,(8,, B)(sin 0/6)d0,,
]/2¢ is the azimuthal angle of the velocity vector;

plane containing the z-axis; variable 9, by
*1* is the projected angle of the position vector on a The distribution for 6 is given in terms of the scaled

plane containing the z-axis; atomic electrons, and a is the fine structure constant.
Q is the projected angle of the velocity vector on a §c is a parameter taking into account the scattering on
n is the polar angle of the particle position vector; and Z are the atomic numbers of projectile and target,

to the z-axis); where n is the number of atoms per unit volume, z
9 is the polar angle of the velocity vector (with respect

° 1.1672mcc2e4Z2/$(1.13+ (3.76a2z2Z2)/B2)of a step: b `
C

describe the particle position and direction at the end O.8552X3h2
motion of the particle and the following quantities

Xcc =is given below. The z-axis is the axis of the original
4·rrnzZ(Z + §c)e4A description of the quantities used in the following [2]c

1/2

given by
3.1. A brief summary 0f the Moliére theory Xu, bc are the only material dependent quantities,

AA Ferrari et al. / Multiple scattering model for charged particle transport



» the axis of the original motion, the possible final points OCR OutputX = x$B = x?
angle 8. If we project the step onto a plane containing
displacement is fully correlated to the final scattering(5)
for a given curved step length t, whilst the radial
in the same value corresponding to the average (s),(s) = t(l — PLC)=t1— X+ XZ
however, the longitudinal displacement always results{@ESEAI, 2 6
dinal displacement is given simply by (s). In that way,
where r is the radial displacement, whilst the longituresult is given by

would produce virtually the same numbers for (s). The r= (s) sin 9/2,
Moliére expression at B = 4 and going to 1 for t—> 0

of the relation
adopted for (cos 9(t)) joining with continuity the

from that originally proposed by Berger [15], makes useolated interval is quite small and any smooth function
The one adopted in ref. [8], which is slightly modifiedmations since the contribution coming from the extrap
(LDA) is also applied to allow the use of larger steps.

significant inaccuracy can be caused by these approxi
cated algorithms a lateral displacement algorithmreasonable extrapolation for 00-»0 is adopted. No
quantities needed to perform a step. In more sophisti

B is extended for continuity down to b,B =l and a
together with the end step scattering angle are the only

solved analytically, provided the Moliere expression for
the standard EGS4 one) an average PLC correction

all functions of 0 up to order 0‘, the integral can be
ln most usual multiple scattering algorithms (e.g.taining only the terms coming from fo, after expanding

proximations used.
gle. Forgetting this problem for the moment and re

better than the intrinsic error due to the several aptween the wiggliness correction and the scattering an
accuracy of the inversion algorithm is surely much

lem through the inclusion of proper correlations be
is always smaller than 20%, provided that xr < 1, the

sections how the proposed algorithm tackles this prob
the PLC correction itself resulting from that equation

It will be clear from the discussion of the following
PLC computed directly and usually much better. Since

tion for those occurring in such rare large deflections.
puted (s) to t relation, which is always < 1% of the

correction for most of the steps and to an underestima
Such inversion leads to a maximum error on the com

sion would lead to an overestimation of the path length
derived from eq. (5) by expanding it and solving for t.

average correction is applied (as in ref. [8]), its inclu
necessary whenever a boundary crossing occurs, can be

tively infrequent large angle scattering, when only an
pute t starting from a given value of (s), which isSince the contribution f , originates mainly from rela

A simple but accurate inversion algorithm to com
used without any correlation with the deflection angle.

cause it to break down for low values of B.
tionable when only an average wiggliness correction is

analytically, without the approximations of ref. [8] whichf, contribution in the evaluation of the PLC is ques
of the term fo which is performed here completely

ever, it should be pointed out that the inclusion of the
term originating from fl and the different integration

bound 0 s rr and shown to be usually negligible. How
the one developed in ref. [8] are the omission of the

been evaluated in ref. [8] taking into account only the
present method of evaluating the PLC correction and

tion) to (02) is strictly divergent. This contribution has
Up to this point the main differences between the

(representing the single scattering tail of the distribu
be easily tabulated with great accuracy.

angle approximation, the contribution of the f I /B term
rl and 12 are slowly varying functions of B, which can

single scattering law. In fact, due to the original small
(6)angle and by high order corrections to the Moliére <0°> = 2X2.

is strongly influenced by the bounds on the scattering
<01> =X(1 —X/6),average path length correction in a consistent manner

computation of the contribution of the f, term to the ering only fo):
correction for these steps is usually very small. The and use has been made of the relations (again consid
one allowed by the theory, even though the path length

USB2some inaccuracy for step lengths close to the minimum r2(B) = 1
k=l ·neglecting both f, and fz; ofcourse this will result in

ln evaluating eq. (4) only the Gaussian term fo is used, 2 Z %;9—+2ln B- 1.7816
,,, it

DSB
(4) ·rI(B) 1(s)= [`dt’(cos 0(t’)>

k_,
Z -— + In B — 2.2173 kk!
s (2B)k

direction, starting from the equation
where rl and T2 are given bying the average displacement (s) along lhc original

A. Ferrari er al. / Mulriple scattering model for charged particle transport



and 0*3 (eqs. (5) and (9)). These requirements call for OCR Output
(9)¤3=7n(B)X2, the expressions derived in the previous sections for (s)

for p or s, which are linked by s = p cos n, must fulfill
ties have been defined. Any suitable selection schemebe shown that
are given. The sampling schemes for all angular quantisolving by considering only the fo contribution, it can
length of the particle displacement, that is 1;, w and p,been used up to now. Expanding as usual up to 0‘ and

A step can be performed once the direction and theNote that no explicit expression for the distribution has

<cOs9>
3.5. Step length selection(c0s20’) ~— (cos O')2 2 = 2 __ Z = fdr 1 1 a, <r><s> I <s> ,.
of sin Aw and the angle d> are chosen randomly.Averaging the above expression leads to the final result

Finally, to complete the angular selection, the sign

<I>(>+ dt—-——————- A <5 > ta. tt. COI'l’ = —···—— = COS w. ( (‘p¢))A ‘’2¢2, cos20’— cos 0'(cos O') ' ' 2 <W¢>

that (W),(d>) = 0):sz =2/'dt' (s') cos 9’
assumption described above, the following holds (note
lt is in fact straightforward to show that, with thestandard algebra we get

while the simplest expression (8) does not. After some
cos Aw = (11)approximation of eq. (7) leads to a definite positive af,

The expression derived in the following shows that the
unity. It is given (somewhat arbitrarily) by

(8)dt"cos 0(t")=-;(l+cos O'). theory [16], y/3 /2, while for small steps it is closer to
angles tends to the one given by the simple Gaussian
cient between W and ¢> that for large B and smallproximation

Aw. Our choice for Aw results in a correlation coeffishould be more accurate than the straightforward ap
can be achieved with a suitable selection of the angleThis way of approximating the innermost integral
correlation coefficient between the angles W and ¢
tion for ry corresponds to the theoretical one. A properI cos 0’ 7 + ————· . (cos B') ( ) difference between B* and B, the resulting distribu(s')
assured a priori, and, providing we neglect the small
averaging. In this way the correct average value for ri is‘0 <> A (COS 0,,>,· H H <,(,·)>d(s") cos O" dt cos 0 r = ——--L where we have neglected the Bethe correction when

can write (EV B (1 +0.982)/B+0.1l7/B2
10 ` ( )integral after rearranging the integration variable. We

1 /B* 1+ 0.982/B* + 0.117/B*
adopted a trapezoidal approximation applied to the
approximation for the innermost integral; we finally is given by
The main problem is to develop a simple but accurate the ratio p between the average values of n and of 0. p

taken equal to the previously selected angle 0 times
We adopt a simple choice to select the angle 1;: it issz = 2t' cos 0t'dt" cos 8t”f'd()f'.(). 0 0

to Bethe.

define our model, The expression we start from is including the f , and fz terms and corrected according
angular correlations developed below to completely bution given in eq. (3), that is, the Moliere distribution

The angle 0 is, obviously, selected from the distriance of s which will be employed together with the
imate estimation not only of (s) but also of the vari

3.4. Angle selectionBefore deriving such an expression we need an approx
flection angle, so as to try to overcome these problems.

displacement but also the longitudinal one to the de be easily tabulated.
model is developed for correlating not only the radial Again r3 is a slowly varying function of B which can
smaller straight steps). In the next section a simple

myparticles undergoing larger deflections will experience , kg, ¤(”’=‘*%"_
way nonphysical (on the average we can expect that 4 Z ——+4ln 8+6.9608 kk!straight path length (p in our notation). This is in some W ·* SL
such a way that a larger 8 correspond no a larger toxal

where ·r3(B) is given byarc distributed on a line perpendicular to the z-axis, in

A. Ferrari er al. / Multiple scattering model for charged particle transport



and using the results for (92) and (0‘) presented in (16) OCR Output
Expanding also all angles up to 0‘ (recall that 1; = p9),

’ 2 2 · i ‘‘puncorr S t(p0u +pluX+p2uX
dam, z2Z2e‘ ]| (1- ms 0;[ d0 4cB E stn;0H (1_c0s0+%X3)

PCOH = t(p0C +plCX+p2CX2)’
the screening correction to the Rutherford formula:Let us expand pw, and puncon in powers of X:
law can be described using an expression that contains

(14)(cos x cos 1;)(cos 1;)). ory there is the assumption that the single scattering
At the basis of the Moliere multiple scattering the+ 2¤w..1>....a,.,(<¤¤S •<¤¤s2n>

+t>.€..m(<¢¤S2n>— (ccs n>2) section

3.6. Corrections to the Moliére single scattering crossaf =p§¤,,((cos2x coszv;) ~ (cos K cos 1;)2)

(s) =pc°,,(0os x cos 1;) +p,,nc°,,(c0s 1;),
results of FLUKA presented in section 6.

angles and s and p, the following holds: believed to be one of the reasons for the satisfactory
Taking into account the relations among the various of cos(p9). In fact this "automatic" compensation is
and af can still be used to compute pm, and pmm. through the correlated part of p and through the value
approximations is minimized. Eqs. (5) and (9) for (s) sampling, so their contribution comes partially back
with respect to p instead of s, the effect of all our that we do not neglect f, and fz in the angular
correction is of course much smaller when computed by eqs. (5) and (9). However, it must be remembered
conditions like p 5 t. Furthermore, since the wiggliness a mean value and a variance for s equal to those given
makes it easier to check the fulfillment of physical the Gaussian part of the distribution, one would obtain
alternative approach when 1; approaches ·rr /2 and that is, if one sampled the angles 0 and 1; only from
and computing it directly avoids the problem of the obtained here is based on the Gaussian approximation:
is the quantity actually needed in a real calculation, modulus of the position vector p which has been
been preferred since it has a few advantages. In fact p sated by this algorithm. ln fact, the expression for the
equivalent approach where p is directly selected has deriving eqs. (5) and (9) is actually partially compen
this scheme would be consistent with our derivation, an that was made in neglecting the fl contribution when
then be computed by dividing by cos 1;. Even though It is interesting to point out how the approximation
determine scm and suncm, using eqs. (5) and (9); p can
Berger [15]. A straightforward possibility could be to U = il129r,(B) + l6()p4 /(43p2).
generalizations of the approximation derived for s by
by eq. (1). Eqs. (12) and (13) can be regarded as where
tion and velocity vectors and is related to 1;, 0 and Aw
where we recall that x is the angle between the posi - %nn(B) + %rz(B)·2

p2u = ¥a · %pz + &»¤‘· me ·épz · %p‘)
p= ['dt’cos •<(t'), Ap=cos»<At,

(15)m..=%?p2·%p2U·%n(B)·

plc = Ov p2c = 0*s= ['dr’cos 0(i’), As=cos0A1,
P0¤=%”U» P0..=€%+U»

expressions for s and p
expressions for the px coefficients;easily understood looking at the integral or differential
we quote here only the final result for the adoptedare obvious first order approximations which can be

Since the algebra is straightforward but very tedious
p =¤m cvs ·< +¤....m» (13) believe this choice to be critical.

prescription of choosing pmpzc = 0: anyway we do not(s) and af. Eq. (12) and the analogue one for p,
poo and pw. We adopted the simple but questionableshould be computed according to the expressions for
X Z and therefore gives information only concerningrespectively, with the final deflection angle 6. They
pzu, since the equation for of has only terms of orderpressing the fraction of s correlated and uncorrelated,
degree of freedom in the choice of plc, pm, pk andwhere sw, and sunwr, are unknown coefficients ex
and pon are completely determined, there is some

S = sm ws 0 + (12) cients pls. It is important to remark that, whilst poe

as (s) and 032 (eqs. (5) and (9)) to determine the coeffi
eq. (14) and, after comparing with the expressions forangles. A simple approximation for s can be expressed
section 3.3, it is possible to evaluate all the averages inexpressions for s or p which depend on the sampled

A. Ferrari er al. / Multiple scattering model for charged particle transport



direction angles. OCR OutputKBethe(0) S Vsin 8/9 ‘
proper correlation between the projected position and
roughly also the correct distribution for 1;, with arsingIe(0t B) =fsingle(6v B)/fmol(0· B)·
such a way as to obtain the correct average value and

scattering, and
therrnore, the position angles T] and Aw are chosen in

where da/df) is the actual cross section for single
selection method for p explained in section 3.5. Fur
counted for within our approximations, thanks to the

(19)(8): can dnsmall age value of the PLC, but also its variance are acd•r(9) d<rm¤(6)
We developed a model in which not only the aver

Let us now define

3.2 Summary(9 + Xa)
(18)rf,....i¢ =

2 X‘ its maximum value.

where Om, is the angle at which the factor K mm, takesderivation the following holds:
definition of XC. it is easy to show that in the Moliére f.¤i¤(9» B) =K...°¤(0, B)/K.md(9..m» B)» (23)
Using the small angle approximation and recalling the

applied according to
zwlfsingle + (fmol `fsingle)] Vsin 0/6 8 from the Moliere distribution and a rejection can be

X,s1. The angular deflection can still be sampled
2·rrfm°,(0,, B)\/sin 9/80 d0

between the condition of eq. (22) and the Bethe one,
scattering: 1, and to utilize the most stringent constraint for tm,
tions, the first one being the contribution from single cross section is suitably small, Kw,,(0m,,) = 1 jg os, c <
distribution as corrected by Bethe into two contribu the angle where the correction for the single scattering

A practical algorithm could be to choose 05,3,, asbet us decompose the multiple Moliére scattering

described later.
bCB|T\3Xrange of applicability of the whole algorithm, as will be I _ max

course, this approach will bring some limitations in the Z B srv Bw
(22)correction only to the single scattering distribution. Of

angles. One is therefore encouraged to tty to apply the gmx = 2 ,,,_f.E£Epbl/20 ( ?;£ _ CCthe single scattering tail (the fl/B term) grows at large
ing angles, the second is that the relative importance of

1,,,3,,, which is given by
is that these corrections tend to vanish at small scatter

2-5). From this condition one obtains a constraint for
these corrections stems from two observations: the first

(typical values used in FLUKA for f are in the range
The method adopted here to take into account

single scattering cross section. 0$llfl=fX[’ f>1
nuclear charge form factor Fn which modifies the

lates into
the nuclear finite size, usually described through a

which is given by X, = Xctll?. This requirement transmassive particles, is the scattering suppression due to
acteristic angle of the multiple scattering distribution,

energies for e+, e` but already at medium energies for
cantly from unity must be large compared to the char

Another effect, which is important mainly at high
which the correction factor Km, starts to differ signifi

be affected by this approximation.
single scattering one. In other words, the angle 05m, at

possible that some problems such as backscattering can
nent of the multiple scattering distribution but the

ativistic correction coming from the Mott formula. It is
if it holds that corrections are negligible for all compo

This expression does not contain the so·called spin-reI
[17,14]. The substitution of eq. (20) is meaningful only
which is usually well satisfied, as demonstrated in refs.

I = —··—-—- , = 0.577 · Xa y correction must be valid at small angles, a requirement2 1 - 2y xx ¤
An implicit assumption is that the Moliere screening

as computed by Moliére is
+rsingle(9# B)KCOl’l'(9)'The approximate expression for the screening angle Xa

= _ rSll'l§lE(0’(dflsmn = 2·rr0 d9).
Pm(6· B) d0 = 2·¤0fm.,»(B,» B)Km¤d dBr»(Xgdffm. ¤"B°E*6‘ 62 + f I`
distribution for 0 given by

dasmu 42 2Z2e° 94 for the correction factor Km", one obtains a corrected
Now, multiplying the single scattering part of eq. (17)which in thc small angle approximation becomes

A. Ferrari ei al. / Multiple scattering model for charged particle transport



account in the coding. could best verify the achievement of our initial goals. OCR Output
the collision stopping power has been fully taken into Obviously, we were interested in those tests which
energy both of the discrete event cross sections and of

6.1. FLUKA benchmarksmaximum allowed path length rmx. The variation with
factor corrections (see above) so as to compute the

scribed algorithms.tions arising from spin relativistic and / or nuclear form
the following to demonstrate the validity of the deby the code together with possible path length restric

Some benchmarks of both codes are presented inlength for each region. The first condition is checked
AESM), and by setting a maximum geometrical step

6. Benchmarks
step for each material (from this point referred to as
nisms; by setting a maximum fractional energy loss per
control the step length through two different mecha rections have been implemented so far.
rate fashion by means of integration. The user can Neither spin-relativistic nor nuclear form factor cor
before the history generation is calculated in an accu parameters averaged on the curved path.
along the step for quantities which can be computed the calculation an exact value of all energy-dependent
at the average energy of the step. The energy variation taken into account: our aim is to have at every stage of
calculated during the history generation, are evaluated The continuous energy variation along the step is
the code. Any energy dependent quantities that are problems [19].
implemented for all charged particles transported by ary crossing allows a satisfactory treatment of interface

The model outlined in section 3 has been fully The presence of a refined algorithm for the bound
where [1]. user as some fraction of the total range of the electron.
tion): details of these modifications are given else The maximum value of the step length is set by the
greatly changed (Compton scattering and pair produc course be reduced by shortening the step length.
transport, bremsstrahlung, photoelectric effect) or benchmarks later reported. This difference could of
other physical processes is completely new (e`, e" NPE-BO and FLUKA, highlighted by the results of the
handled by the original routines. The treatment of all explains the slightly different behaviour between MC
scattering and positron annihilation in flight are still mates the resulting angular dispersion which probably
the original EGS4 coding. Only Bhabha and Moller tion algorithm for the angles. This actually overesti
sent version of the code retains only a small fraction of been implemented in MCNPE-BO without the correla
follow the electromagnetic component [18]. The pre The multiscattering model previously described has

Previous versions of FLUKA made use of EGS4 to electron physics it uses the relevant EGS4 routines.
use of complex 3D geometries. the original MCNP-3a [20] structure, although for the
CG combinatorial geometry package which allows the particles neutrons, photons and electrons is based on
for the LHC project). The code is interfaced with the The layout of the transport process for all tracked
new CERN accelerators (LEP and the design studies principally for radiation protection and dosimetry.
mainly to allow it to cope with problems related to the energy range (roughly from 10 keV up to 100 MeV),
greatly improved and enlarged in the past few years, powerful and user-oriented code in the l0w—medium
of hadrons or leptons with matter. The code has been developed at ENEA, Bologna, in order to have a
pally for studying the interaction of high energy beams coupled transport of neutrons, photons and electrons

FLUKA [1] is a Monte Carlo code designed princi MCNPE—BO [19] is a Monte Carlo code for the

5. Implementation of the new model in MCNPE-B0
4. Main features of the FLUKA code

are provided through special routines.
as for changing the default spin-relativistic correction
mented, and easy hooks for more complex ones as well

Optional simple nuclear form factors are imple
where z is the particle charge with its sign.models.

phase space in comparison with previously developed ·rrzZaB sin §0(l — sin
sumptions are already appropriate to better sample

easily computed and we feel it is likely that our as ;§% = g§%[1—;32 sin2§0
outlined above. However, such distributions cannot be
for r; and Aw instead of the simple approximations formula (for spin-Q particles):
scntcd by deriving proper 0-dependent distributions mented according to the second Born approximation

Of coursc, a further rcfincmcnt could bc rcprc An optional spin-relativistic correction is imple



are given per unit incident fluence. OCR Outputincrease rapidly towards the end of the electron range.
mogeneities. Experimental data are from ref. [22]. All valuesfrom 1% to 3% at depths greater than about 9 cm and
phantom, in the homogeneous case and with Al or air inho0.5 s at 5%), and have statistical errors which range
profiles, obtained with 20 MeV electrons incident on a waterelectrons each (CPU time: 0.4 s per electron at 20%,
Fig. 2. Comparison of calculated and experimental depth-doseThe data in fig. 1 are relative to runs of 200000

depth (tm)where, however, the dominating effect is statistical.
0 2 4 6 8 l0 12

(as plotted in fig. 1) except at the end of the range,
per step, AEWP set at 5% and 20% stays within ;];5%
calculated on-axis dose with the fractional energy loss
depth of 21 cm, as in ref. [22]. The difference between

aluminium
cm from a water barrel with a radius of 5 cm and a

electrons coming from a point source situated at 100

""""&.!'sCalculations have been performed transporting
face problems, see next section).

watermeasured (this benchmark will again be used in inter
files produced by 20 MeV electrons in water have been

jr '{`_ slrdata contained in ref. [22], where the depth-dose pro
Aw` Duhvd lane : FLUKAtested under two conditions. The first refers to the

Solld line : MCNPE·B0
Symbols : up uuStep·size stability for depth—dose curves has been

6.1.1. Energy deposition profiles (benchmarks 1 and 2}

target near the central axis.
s at 8% and 1.4 s at 2% — source particles 50000).size only that fraction of source electrons hitting the
themselves (CPU time: 0.27 s per electron at 20%, 0.46cerning timing, this makes really sensitive to the step
curves show a good agreement with data and among3 and 4 by the use of region-dependent cutoffs. Con
compared with the experimental data in fig. 3. Theofthe CPU time is partially hidden for benchmarks 1,
energy loss per step, AEMI,. set at 20, 8 and 2% aremerely as interfaces. Finally the step size dependence
computer time. The curves obtained with the fractionalamount of time is spent inside routines which act
lowed to get quite good statistics within a reasonableof particles in complex geometry, a non-negligible
depth-dose curves using standard relations. This alof the code: since it must be able to transport a variety
pencil beam have been converted to broad beamsingle precision. The second is related to the structure
very large lateral dimensions. Results computed for awith a code partially or completely running under
The target was an aluminium slab 0.1 cm thick and ofresults roughly in an extra factor of 2 when comparing
broad beam of 500 keV electrons on aluminium [21].mandatory for all high energy problems; of course this
ison with measurements of depth-dose curves due to athe code runs under double precision, since this is

Another test has been performed making a comparcode in these kind of calculations. The first is that all
corresponds to 800 000 electrons).because of two factors which somewhat slow down the
tory, as can be seen in fig. 2 (here the calculated curveing the absolute timing performances reported below

The agreement with experimental data is satisfac3 to 7 times that unit. Care must be taken in consider

running VMS 5.4-1A, with performances ranging from
ally performed on a variety of Vax-station models ref. [22] for further details).
unit (VAX 11/780 = 1), even though runs were actu incident on a homogeneous water phantom (see the text and

CPU times are given using standard Vax accounting AEMP set at 20% and 5% for a 20 MeV broad electron beam
strongly sensitive to multiple scattering. formed with FLUKA using a fractional energy loss per step,

Fig. 1. Difference in percentage between calculations permainly because it is difficult to find an experiment
1 (cn]hadrons or charged particles other than electrons,

·o.¤ z. 4. 6. s. iu. iz.
in ref. [21]); unfortunately, none of them involves E 3
dard benchmarks (mostly taken from those described

All experimental data have been chosen from stan
and angular distributions of scattered particles.

faces between different media as well as reflections
tztions should allow to simulate problems involving inter

refined treatment of deflections and boundary condi
energies of interest for FLUKA users. Moreover, the
results against variations of the step size, at least at the

3 BThe new PLC correction should assure stability of

A. Ferrari er al. / Mulriple scattering model for charged particle transport
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inhomogeneity.reflection of 1.75 MeV electrons perpendicularly inci
Quoted depth refers to the distance from the end of thewith experimental results [23,24]. The transmission and
experimental data [22]. the histograms are FLUKA results.reflected from Al and Cu foils have been compared
ity (see the text and ref. [22] for further details). Symbols areAngular distributions of electrons transmitted by or
the water phantom of tig. 2 with a cylindrical air inhomogene

6.1.3. Angular distributions (benchmarks 5 and 6}
Fig. 4. Radial dose proEles for 20 MeV electrons incident on

r (en)
the experimental one (see ref. [22] for details). 0.0 0.5 1.0 1.s 2.0

between the configuration used in the simulation and
largest depths can be explained by a small difference

°°?`iTr‘TTwithin a few percent. The slight discrepancies for the
v P • , Tdeparture from experiment does occur, but this stays

statistics, especially in the innermost bins, where some
with the experimental data. They are more sensitive to 3.® cn hhlhd
drical inhomogeneities are compared in figs. 4 and 5
profiles computed at various depths behind the cylin
inhomogeneities - source particles: 800000). Radial
measured ones (CPU time: 0.58 s per electron for both
shown in fig. 2, and show good agreement with the
fractional energy loss per step, AESM, set at 10%) are
resulting longitudinal dose profiles (computed with a

2.10 cn behind
phantom at a depth of 2 mm on the beam axis. The

ter, 1.0 cm length), has been introduced into the water
diameter, 2.0 cm length) or aluminium (1.0 cm diame

z vsdescribed in ref. [22]: a small cylinder of air (1.0 cm
files in two "standard" nonhomogeneous conditions, as
formed to obtain the longitudinal and radial dose pro
first benchmark are found in the simulations per

0.60 cn bnhlndThe same electron beam and water phantom of the

6.1.2. lnhomogeneities (benchmarks 3 and 4)

[21].
same as in ref. [21]. ro is the csda range as assumed in ref.
experimental data [21]. The normalization of the data is the
with three different step sizes. Symbols refer to three sets of

WF Rlr cylinder 0.10 cm bnhlnddepth-dose profiles, for 0.5 MeV electrons incident on Al.

Fig. 3. Comparison of calculated (FLUKA) and experimental

z/ro

%.o u.2 o.4 o.¤ ua 1.o 1.2

transmitted through the Al foils mentioned in the
We show in fig. 8 the energy spectra of electrons

6.].4. Thin foil energy spectra (benchmark 7)

about 10% from the experimental data at small angles.

intermediate thickness, where we have a difference of

and the transmitted electrons through the A1 foil of
cept for electrons reflected near l80° from the Cu foil,

E 3
The agreement with experiments is very good, ex

trons through the Al foils can be found in table 1.
•<° F/’ particles: 200000). The percentage of transmitted elec

on the thickness, 0.14 s for the Cu foil - source' ‘ Y /
0.12 to 0.38 s per electron for the Al foils, dependingAESUD : 2 7
are shown graphically in figs. 6 and 7 (CPU time: from

AESIEC : 8 ; loss per step, AEM,. ranged from 4 to 10%. Results
AEWD Z 20 0.32 g/cmf have been simulated. The fractional energy

transmitted through Al foils of thickness 0.1, 0.22 and
dent on a 0.364 g/cm‘ Cu foil, and of 1 MeV electrons

A. Ferrari ez al. / Multiple scunering model for charged particle transport
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bols are experimental data from ret`. [23].properly applied (and possibly corrected for spin·rela
FLUKA results, dashed lines are MCNPE-BO results. Symit will be shown that the proposed algorithm when
electrons are included down to 100 keV. Solid histograms areing problems should be demonstrated. In the following
foils of different thicknesses. Initial energy is l MeV. outgoingapproximation, its validity when applied to backscatter
Fig. 7. Angular distributions of electrons transmitted by Al

Since the Moliére theory is based on the small angle

S (deg)6.1.5. Backscattering (benchmarks 8 and 9)
0.0 20. ao. 60. 80.

way.
t1CrPE

and 0.22 g / cm‘ foils to be reproduced in a satisfactory
5 keV. This allowed the experimental data for the 0.32 -\_P num
events (bremsstrahlung and Moller scattering) down to

b 1: at rss iscount for this by lowering the threshold for discrete
relative to the 0.10 g/cm‘. We tried to partially ac
high energy part, as can be seen in fig. 8 in the curve

the effect is that of a sudden fall ofthe spectrum in the
which has the shape of a 6-function. For thicker foils 0i32 ` ~ pe
results in an energy spectrum for transmitted electrons
of the energy loss. In the limit of very thin foils this 0.25
because the code does not include Landau fluctuations

$..,,9, Aprevious section. Here we expected some problems
R`__ 0.10 9 cnf?

Fig. 5. As in fig. 4 but for a cylindrical Al inhomogcncity.
Saunderson formalism.

r (cn) those produced by codes based on the Goudsmit and¤.o o.s no 1.s 2.0
tivistic effects) produces results of the same quality as

FLUKA.

*••••••O mitted or reflected electrons, respectively as computed by

from ref. {24], normalized to the calculated integral of trans

4.60 cm hhlnd ones MCNPE-BO results. Symbols are experimental data

keV are included. Solid histograms are FLUKA results. dashed

is 1.75 MeV, and only electrons emerging with energy 2 150

or reflected from a Cu (0.364 g/cmg} foil. The incident energy
Fig. 6. Angular distributions of electrons transmitted through

S (deg)
,_ m \

180. 160. 140. 120. 100.

1.60 cm khlnd
Backward

/ **4:e.Q

5 ex}

»— L Q *

0.60 cn bthind

UL MQ/ hFL;V\»' · *7 J al ···”L·.
· -- t - Forward LJ VCNPE BO `

Cu: 0.365 Q Cm.
if. RI cylinder 0.10 can huhlnd

0.0 20. .40. 60. 80.
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experimental data from ref. [23]. for FLUKA at AESM, = 20%, 5% and with the spinOCR Output
results, solid histograms are MCNPE-BO results. Symbols are produce meaningful results) and 0.17, 0.29 and 0.26 s
configurations as in fig. 7. Dashed histograms are FLUKA it is not reported for other values since they do not
Fig. 8. Energy spectra of transmitted electrons, for the same electron at 50 keV was 0.91 s for EGS4 (AEMP = 1%,

Electron energy tMeV>
fully meaningful. The elapsed CPU time per primary

0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 l.0
to ’ implemented in FLUKA87) runs, so comparisons are

routines are exactly the same in FLUKA and EGS4 (as
parts of the codes but the relevant electron transport
worthwhile to recall that the geometry, scoring and all
interesting to compare the timing performances: it is
step lengths to the shortest allowed values. It is quite
meaningful results could be obtained only by pushingIon

::0.31
pected, EGS4 exhibits a much stronger variation and

:.r‘·'H D ||°
extremely sensitive to these kind of artefacts. As ex

1:0.21 keV), taking into account that backscattering should be
to the adopted step length (12% at maximum at 100

rnma iam ; rtuxi *=°·'°l’=*¤2 remarkable is the low sensitivity of the FLUKA resultsSonia lim : MCNPE-B0
Symbols : Renter. Derriduon

data with the experiments is noteworthy, and also
provement in the results. The agreement of this set of
which produces a small but clearly distinguishable im
corrections as described in section 3.5 (AEmp= 8%)loss per step, AESM, to range from 20 to 5% (further
computed with FLUKA including also spin-relativisticcomputed with FLUKA allowing the fractional energy
at 50 keV with AESM, = 1%). The solid line has beendashed area in fig. 9 shows the variation of the results
ing algorithm (it occurred already for 11% of the stepstion events rather than by the input step size. The
used without switching off the EGS4 multiple scatterthe mean free path between subsequent 6-ray produc
with AEs,ep=2% and 1%): shorter steps cannot beforcibly set to 1 keV. step lengths were dominated by
typical 10-15% difference between results computedfirst (very thin) foil layer, where the cutoff energy was
still very sensitive to the chosen step length (there is aFLUKA and EGS4: it must be pointed out that in the
small as 1%. Despite this very small value, results aretering coefficient has been investigated both for
meaning for EGS4. where now AESM, has been set asThe effect of the step size on the computed backscat
the smallest AESM. The dotted area has the samecutoff energies for electron transport and production.
AES", = 5% ones), the highest values corresponding tosplit into three longitudinal sections with increasing
reductions produce results indistinguishable from theelectrons with energy 21 keV. The foils have been

experimental data. The calculated data include all
thickness are presented and compared with available

(see text for further details and references).
tion coefficient from aluminium foils of saturation step length constraints for FLUKA and EGS4, respectively
in FLUKA87) and MCNPE-BO for the number reflec BO results. Dashed and dotted areas: results for different
the results obtained with FLUKA, EGS4 (as installed sults with spin-relativistic corrections. Dashed line: MCNPE
try and scoring routines used also for FLUKA. In fig. 9 ness. Symbols: experimental results. Solid line: FLUKA re
lowed us to use the same input cards and data, geome dent perpendicularly on aluminium foils of saturation thick

Fig. 9. Number reflection coefficient RN for electrons incias implemented in the FLUKA87 code [18]. This al

lncldent electron energy (l1eVlfield. This comparison has been carried out using EGS4
10‘10°10*since there are no published results of that code in this

0.0A comparison with EGS4 will also be presented,

FLUKA 0.95 0.63 0.28
0.05

0.98 0.69 0.27Exp.

0.1 0.22 0.32

Z ls/cm:}
0.10

labout 5%, in the calculations less than 1%

experimental data are from ref. [23]. Errors on exp. data are
energy ; 100 keV transmitted from Al foils of thickness z:
Fraction of electrons with initial energy 1 MeV and outgoing 0.1S hu.
Table 1

A. Ferrari et al. / Multiple scattering model for charged particle transport
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Ref. [34]: value measured at 3.24 MeV, it should be increased roughly by 0.08 to scale it at 3 MeV.

Ref· [30].

Ref- [32].

Ref131].

Ref. {23]

Ref. [28]: value measured at 102 keV.

Ref· 1261.

0.302 1 0.021

0.31 ° 0.31410002 3.1 0.27010002 2.8

0.51 1 0.04

0.47 °

0.46 ·’

0.45 ‘

0.440 t 0.003 1.90.43 ‘ 0.3911 0.002 3.3

0.513 °

0.1 0.488 g 0.002 0.410.49 “ 0.475 j 0.003 3.8

Result CPU [s] Result CPU [s]energy [MeV]

Electron EGS4FLUKAExp. data

Number reflection coefficient for gold foils of saturation thickness

Table 2

source particles to obtain an error less than 1.5%. Carerefs. [8,12] about EGS4 behaviour with heavy elements.
algorithm: this is in agreement with the remarks of electron was 0.0036 s, although we had to run 4000000
steps are so short that they turn off the multiscattering larger than 0.1 of the total range. The CPU time per
that EGS4 cannot converge to the right answer before sonable result, the maximum step length had to be not
correction used here is poor for gold. There is evidence profile we employed very small cells; to obtain a rea
taking into account that the simplified spin-relativistic longitudinal profile. In order to achieve a detailed dose
results with the experimental data is satisfactory, also The comparison (see fig. 2) was performed for the

6.2.2. Benchmark 3ing of low energy electrons. The agreement of FLUKA
results whilst smaller ones virtually inhibit the scatter

step length defined by the user.at 3 MeV). Larger values resulted in very inaccurate
significant fraction of the steps (30% at 100 keV, 12% actual step length, rather than the dimension of the
caused the multiscattering algorithm to turn off for a is the distance to the cell boundary which fixes the
runs AESM = 1% has been used even though this the water slab where electrons have lost little energy it
spin-relativistic correction and AEM,) = 8%. For EGS4 However, it should be noted that at the beginning of
case. FLUKA results have been computed with the is because the cell dimensions were relatively large.
performed in a similar fashion as for the aluminium could arrive without problem up to the value 0.25. This

experimental data in table 2. Calculations have been range, used to determine the maximum step length,
gies are compared between themselves and with the for 500000 source particles. The fraction of the total

tained by FLUKA and EGS4 at three different ener per electron was 0.014 s and the errors less than 1.5%
as an example of a heavy material. The results ob 2) with experimental data is excellent; the CPU time

A similar comparison has been carried out for gold The agreement of the MCNPE-BO results (see fig.

6.2.1. Benchmark 1refs. [26-29].
at the lowest energies they have been obtained from

sys. MVS/SP JES 2.2.0.in fig. 9 at E > 200 keV can be found in ref. [25], whilst
at 20 MeV. References for the experimental data shown following, CPU times refer to IBM-3090/300E, op.
from a few tenths of a percent at 50 keV up to 1-2% previous section referring to FLUKA. Note in the
errors on the computed backscattering coefficient range A full description of the benchmarks is given in a
50000 for the highest ones: the resulting statistical
particles ranged from 100000 for the lowest energies to 6.2. MCNPE·BO benchmarks

1.1 and 1.3 s for FLUKA. The number of source

the highest energy.0.53 s for FLUKA, at 6 MeV 2.5 s for EGS4 and 0.67,

elapsed time was 1.2 s for EGS4 and 0.32, 0.51 and quite large at low energies, while they tend to vanish at
relativistic corrections, respectively. At 1 MeV the lt is worthwhile to point out that timing differences are

A. Ferrari et ul. / Multiple scanering model for charged particle rransparr
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(Plenum, 1988) pp. 158-160. OCR Outputstantial improvement over the standard EGS4 one
Photons, eds. T.M. Jenkins, W.R. Nelson and A. Rindiing the capabilities of the code and represents a sub

[14] S.M. Seltzer, in: Monte Carlo Transport of Electrons andnew transport algorithm is a powerful tool for extend
[13] W.'I`. Scott, Rev. Mod. Phys. 35 (1963) 231.The tests carried out with FLUKA show that the

see also pp. 323-341.

W.R. Nelson and A. Rindi (Plenum, 1988) pp. 115-137;
7. Conclusions Transport of Electrons and Photons, eds. T.M. Jenkins,

[12] A.F. Bielajew and D.W.O. Rogers, in: Monte Carlo

Meth. A271 (1988) 442.
higher energies. [11] P.K. Job, G. Sterzenbach and D. Filges, Nucl. Instr. and
energies below 2.5 MeV, and a few percent for the [10] G. Lindstroem et al., report DESY 89-104 (1990).

[9] D.W.O. Rogers, Nucl. Instr. and Meth. 227 (1984) 535.to 0.45 s for E = 20 MeV; the errors were 1-2% for
Instr. and Meth. B18 (1987) 231.the electrons and ranges from 0.055 s for E = 30 keV
Council of Canada report PIRS-0042 (1986); and Nucl.used. The time per electron depends on the energy of

[8] A.F. Bielajew and D.W.O. Rogers, National Researchenergies greater than 1 MeV larger steps could be
(1941) 267.

step length given as 0.05 of the total range, though for
see also B. Rossi and K. Greisen, Rev. Mode. Phys. 13

tion thickness (fig. 9) was calculated with a maximum
C.M. Yang, Phys. Rev. 84 (1951) 599;

dent perpendicularly on an aluminium foil of satura [7] L. Eyges. Phys. Rev. 74 (1948) 1534;
The number reflection coefficient for electrons inci 36.

6.2.5. Benchmark 8 S. Goudsmit and J.L. Saunderson, Phys. Rev. 58 (1940)
24;

[6] S. Goudsmit and .l.L. Saunderson, Phys. Rev. 57 (1940)
[5] H.A. Bethe, Phys. Rev. 89 (1953) 1256.were used for the angular distributions in benchmark
[4] G.Z. Moliére, Z. Naturforsch. 10a (1955) 177.for the same CPU time and the same parameters as
[3] G.Z. Moliére, Z. Naturforsch. 3a (1948) 78.was used. The errors are of the order of a few percent

SLAC-265 (1985).for the electron production threshold energy (50 keV)
[2] W.R. Nelson, H. Hirayama and D.W.O. Rogers, report

due to the fact that with MCNPE-BO a higher value
tober 14-18 1991, proceedings in press.

ations. The better agreement of FLUKA at the tail is ence on Calorimetry in High Energy Physics, Capri, Oc
fact that MCNPE-BO does not contain Landau fluctu invited paper presented at the ll lntcrnational Confer
ment with the experimental data, taking account the son, Can we predict radiation levels in Calorimeters?,
sensitive to the step size and are reasonably in agree· see also A. Ferrari, P.R. Sala, A. Fasso and G.R. Steven

User Manual, to be published;three Al foils of the previous benchmark were less
P.R. Sala, G.R. Stevenson and .l.M. Zazula, FLUKA92The calculated energy spectra (see fig. 8) for the

[1] P. Aarnio, A. Fasso. A. Ferrari, H.J. Moehring, J. Ranft,6.2.4. Benchmark 7
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s per electron.

obtain errors less than 2% and the CPU time was 0.015

0.05 of the total range; 250000 particles were run to manuscript.
was calculated with a maximum step length given as many fruitful discussions and for help in revising this
mitted by and reflected from the Cu foil given in fig. 8
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must be taken when considering thcsc valucs, since previously adopted for e", e`. The weak dependence
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